
Woode� Spic� Men�
6a/150 Pitt Rd, North Curl Curl, Australia, NORTH CURL CURL

+61299057579 - http://woodspicenorthcurlcurl.com/

A complete menu of Wooden Spice from NORTH CURL CURL covering all 12 dishes and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Wooden Spice:
wow, wow, wow! absolutely loved our visit in wooden spice last night. Welcome from rachel and her team. we

started with huh satay 4 sticks all with generous, tasty and juicy chicken pieces and with satay sauce
embroidered the perfect start. my man and I shared two dishes for the main course a Massaman cow curry and a

chicken cung pair. Both were excellent, but the massaman cattle curry was simply incredibly soft, mel... read
more. The premises on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical

limitations. What User doesn't like about Wooden Spice:
I saw the other reviews and apparently the food should be good, but my food was quite blant and it didn’t have a

good flavour at all. I might have ordered the wrong day with the wrong chef. Food: 1 Service: 4 read more.
Traditional meals are prepared in the kitchen of Wooden Spice in NORTH CURL CURL with typical Asian spices

fine, The successful fusion of different meals with fresh and partially daring ingredients is highly valued by the
customers - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Mai� course�
RIBS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Noodle�
MEE GORENG

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

STEAMED RICE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
TOFU

DUCK

MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN
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